UPLOADING YOUR BOOSTER VACCINE to the student health portal

MVILLE.STUDENTHEALTHPORTAL.COM
Step 1: LOGIN

GO TO MVILLE.STUDENTHEALTHPORTAL.COM

YOU CAN DO THIS ON YOUR PHONE OR ON YOUR COMPUTER

LOGIN WITH YOUR MVILLE CREDENTIALS

HINT: IF YOU GET AN ERROR MESSAGE, TRY A DIFFERENT BROWSER

HINT: IF YOU CANNOT REACH THE PORTAL VIA LINK, TYPE IT INTO THE ADDRESS BAR

GO TO MVILLE.STUDENTHEALTHPORTAL.COM

Login

Username

Password

Logon
Step 2: My Forms

- SELECT MY FORMS FROM THE DROP DOWN MENU

- SELECT THE COVID-19 BOOSTER VACCINATION FORM
Step 3: COMPLETE THE FORM

- INPUT THE DATE(S) AS SPECIFIED ON YOUR VACCINE CARD
- UPLOAD A PHOTO OF YOUR CARD
- CLICK SUBMIT

HINT: DATES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED WITHOUT PHOTO PROOF

HINT: EXCELSIOR PASS WITH 3 DOSES WILL BE ACCEPTED

HINT: YOU WILL NOT RECEIVE A CONFIRMATION SCREEN (IT IS OK!)
THANK YOU FOR SUBMITTING YOUR BOOSTER DOCUMENTATION!